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2017 Logging BMP Changes
Changes in the
logging BMP requirements will
take effect in 2017.
The exact timing
of the changes has
not been scheduled, but it is in
process. We will
know several
months in advance and this information will be conveyed by
county rangers and the Master Logger office. Until that time,
county rangers will be providing information on the new requirements during inspections, and there are several Master
Logger continuing-education programs scheduled dealing
with this issue (see side bar). While many of the requirements
you have been using will stay the same, there are a few changes
that are important and this article provides a summary of them.

New Requirements: Some More, Some Less

One of the biggest changes is the areas within an operation
where BMPs will be required. In the past all roads, trails, and
landings had to be retired; ruts and berms removed; watercontrol structures installed; and the majority seeded. The
new requirements focus on roads, trails, and landings that
have the potential to cause water-pollution problems. Areas
that are far away from streams and away from channels and
ditches that can carry muddy water to streams will require
only that trash and fluids are dealt with. While this will give
you flexibility in these areas, there will be more attention to
roads, trails, and landings that are near water or channels
and ditches that can carry pollutants to streams. For these
areas including streamside management zones, crossings,
and roads, trails, and landings next to ephemeral channels
and ditches, there will be more required than in the past.

Important Changes

A full list of the new BMP requirements can be printed from
the Master Logger website www.masterlogger.org. A brochure
containing all the information in this article can be found on
the website and printed. Also a new Logging BMP Field Guide
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is being printed. The guide will be sent to all Kentucky Master
Loggers and will be available from county rangers. The following highlights some of the most prominent changes.

Location and Construction of Roads,
Trails, and Landings – outside of SMZs

To a large extent, the previous BMPs allowed for loggers to
choose the location and how to construct roads and trails. In
2017, you will be required to ensure that the initial placement
and construction be completed in a manner that minimizes
muddy water runoff reaching streams or channels. If the location and construction is causing muddy water to reach a stream
or channel, then
it may have to be
moved. Figure 1 is a
good example. The
location allows for
muddy water to run
straight down the
road and into the
stream at the bottom, and little can be
done to stop the flow
Figure 1. Skid trail improperly located and
with the skid trail is
constructed, funneling runoff directly into a stream.
being used. This means This trail would have to be moved or re-constructed
so that is drains before it gets to the stream.
that care must be taken
in planning on where
to place the roads and trails. Problems with location and construction cannot simply be fixed during retirement and may
require that operations stop, the road or trail be repaired, and a
new road or trail established, all of which costs time and money.
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Rutting

Even when a trail is located and constructed correctly, rutting can cause the trail to break down, resulting in muddy
water reaching streams and channels. If this is the case then
operations must stop until this situation is fixed. If ruts are
not affecting and will not affect water quality, then you have
discretion on dealing with them. But if they are contributing
or will contribute to a water-quality problem then they must
be repaired even when the trails are being used.

Streamside Management Zones (SMZs)

In the new requirements, the amount of overstory trees left
standing around a regular stream has not changed. You are
still required to keep 50 percent of the overstory within 25 feet
of stream on flat
ground and 50
feet on steep
ground. However, there has
b e e n change
to the distance
of roads, trails,
and landings to
a stream bank.
Figure 2. Overstory stays the same. Roads, trails, and
The distance
landings moved to 50 feet and 100 feet based on slope.
of roads, trails,
and landings from both perennial and intermittent streams
has increased to 50 feet on flat ground (< 15% slope) and 100
feet on steep ground (> 15% slope) where feasible. The 50 feet
and 100 feet are called minimum required distances. As in the
past, there are instances when roads, trails, and landings must
be closer. In 2017, when you are closer than the minimum
required distances, extra practices are REQUIRED, both
when in use for skidding or hauling as well as when they are
retired. These can include the use of logging debris or other
barriers to stop runoff from reaching streams, increasing
the number of water-control structures, minimizing grade,
and preventing runoff from accumulating at low points.

Crossing of Streams and Channels

3. Minimize Dirt: Minimize dirt used as fill
in crossings. For example, use poles to
backfill around culverts or pipes (Fig. 4)
Figure 4. Poles used as fill for a pipe crossing.

Temporarily Inactive

When a portion of a job—or an entire job—is not in use for
more than 14 days, it is defined as temporarily inactive. This includes entire operations that are left dormant or for roads and
trails that will be used in the future but are not currently in use.
In these situations, temporary water control must be installed.

Retirement and Seeding
As indicated above, the
areas that need to be retired are the roads, trails,
landings, and other areas
of bare ground that can result in muddy water runoff
entering streams or channels and ditches leading to
streams. Other areas that
cannot drain into streams
or channels do NOT have
to be retired (Fig. 5). In
areas needing retirement,
all the normal practices are
required including getting
ruts out, removing berms
to ensure drainage, and
installing permanent water
control structures. Seeding
also is required. However,
there is an added requirement of using one or more
practices to help germination and revegetation. This
includes seeding in to loose
soil or using fertilizer, lime,
and /or mulch (Fig. 6).

The use of elevated crossings for streams and channels is still
required. However, there will be more scrutiny, and three additional requirements have been added, including:
1. Fords: When using a ford, you
must use a natural rock bed or
place something across the bed
to firm it up, such as poles placed
across the bed to keep equipment
from sinking into mud or gravel.
2. Immediately Stabilize Crossings:
Loose dirt associated with all
crossings must be immediately
stabilized. For example, mulch
Figure 3. Loose dirt stabilized with mulch and seed.
with straw/hay and seed (Fig. 3).
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Figure 5. The landing above on the top of the hill
may not need to be retired if the runoff cannot
reach a channel leading to a stream. The landing
below, which is at the bottom of the hill near an
ephemeral channel, will need to be retired.

Figure 6. One or more practices required to help
revegetation. Here fertilizer was used.

Summary

As indicated above, this article provided
some of the major changes in the logging
requirements coming in 2017. More information is available at the Master Logger website, www.masterlogger.org.
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Interstate Stave Mill in Benton

Because of the upswing in bourbon sales, new stave mills
are opening throughout the white oak region. Independent
Stave Company, established in 1912, built a facility a year
ago in Morehead and is in the process of building a new
stave mill in Western Kentucky outside of Benton. Estimated completion date is the end of 2017 or beginning of
2018. Log buying will commence prior to that time. More
than 100 loggers, landowners, and neighbors participated
in a white oak meeting conducted by UK Forestry Extension at the Marshall County Extension Office (below). The
meeting was hosted by Independent Stave Company and
Beam-Suntory, the makers of Jim Beam bourbon and purchaser of barrels from Independent Stave.

Logging Opportunity Lost and
Maybe Gained in East Kentucky

Many loggers were aware of the potential wood-fired power
plant that was slated for opening north of Hazard. This plant,
proposed by Eco Power Generation, was to provide a much
needed market for pulpwood sized logging debris currently
being left in the woods. The Kentucky Public Service Commission (PSC) approved a needed cost increase to ensure
that power for the facility was able to be sold economically.

Unfortunately, the approval was opposed by a coalition
of big business worried about energy costs who sued.
Their initial appeals were unsuccessful. However, upon
final appeal, the court found against the PSC, stopping
construction of the facility and the potential market for
low-grade logs and poles. While this worked for the big
businesses involved in the appeal, it is definitely was a
blow for loggers in the region.
One small glimmer of hope for a market for pulpwood
in Eastern Kentucky is taking shape in the same location
as the proposed Eco Gen facility. A company called NexGen Industries has set up a small-scale pilot operation
that if scaled up could potentially provide a pulpwood
market similar to Eco Power. The company will sell what
is called “biochar,” a fancy name for wood dust and chips
burned at high temperatures, creating charcoal dust and
chips. Biochar can be marketed for a wide variety of uses.
If successful, Nex-Gen Industries could use a significant
amount of low grade and small diameter logs and poles.
They are purchasing some pulpwood-sized material
from local loggers and may have the potential to take
more loads, even though they have a ways to go before
they are in full production. UK Forestry Extension will
be providing further information for loggers if, and
hopefully when, this facility is fully operational. Go to
w w w. n e x - g e n i n d u s t r i e s . c o m f o r i n f o r m a tion on the company, and contac t their local wood buyer, Molly McKinnon, at (606) 3734040 for more information on selling them wood.

Log grading course in Sturgis, Kentucky.

Wood Mill” Opening in Sturgis

Charred wood sample from NexGen located in Chavies, Kentucky.
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The Wood Mill, Inc., located at 9236 US HWY 60 West in
Sturgis, Kentucky, is a startup operation and has almost all
of its equipment in place. It will manufacture grade lumber,
pallets, railroad ties, and wood specialty products.
The Wood Mill is currently buying all species of hardwood up to 28 inches in diameter. They are open Monday
through Friday from 7 a.m.-4 p.m.
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Changes in Kentucky’s
Timber Trespass Law

Timber Trespass Study - who is at fault?

The Timber Trespass Law (KRS 364.130) has been used
successfully in Kentucky to deal with unauthorized
harvesting since 1994. However, last year the Kentucky
Supreme Court made a ruling in a case involving two
landowners fighting over damages from logging that cut
over the property line. The logger was not involved as he
was following landowner directions. Initial court cases
ruled in favor of the adjacent landowner, awarding triple
damages. However, the Supreme Court ruled, in a 5 to
4 split decision, to reverse the lower courts. The timber
trespass law has wording that says that unauthorized
cutting must be done with “intent to convert to his
own use”. The majority opinion was that the landowner,
that had misrepresented his boundaries to the logger,
did so without intent to steal. The dissenting judges
indicated that the law should not be solely based upon
intent and the other provisions of the law, including
requiring adjacent landowner notification, are critical.
Regardless, the landowner that had misrepresented the
boundary to the logger did not have to pay triple stumpage and damages. This ruling, made the timber trespass
law ineffective in dealing with many trespass cases in
Kentucky where boundaries are not well marked. A
number of concerned loggers, foresters, and industry
owners worked successfully with legislatures to change
the existing timber trespass law (KRS 364.130) so that
cases could be handled without having to determine
intent. The law now reads “regardless of the state of
mind or whether the person believes to be authorized
or not” if they cut down or caused to be cut down
someone else’s timber they are liable for triple stumpage
and damages unless they adhere to the provisions that
have always been in the law such as notifying adjacent
landowners in advance. The end result of all of this is
that the timber trespass law should be functioning the
way legislatures had intended it to work and the way
that we have grown accustomed to it working.

Due to all of the legislative interest in timber trespass and theft, forest
industry called upon the University of Kentucky Department of Forestry to provide some facts about the issue in Kentucky. UK Forestry
worked with the Kentucky Association of Consulting Foresters to
obtain data on theft and trespass cases throughout the commonwealth.
This information shed light on the causes of timber trespass and theft
including who is at fault. The study also determined the size of cases
and how much stumpage was involved by region in Kentucky. Finally
the study provided information on the damages that were paid and
who paid them. Figure 1 shows a map of that indicates where unauthorized cutting is occurring based on information from consulting foresters. The map
shows that a relatively
low level is occurring
throughout the state
with a high occurrence
in far eastern Kentucky.
Stay tuned for the next
issue of the LogJam that
will provide and indepth look at the study.

Have Black Locust Logs?
Interested in black locust logs, 8
to 16 feet long, with a minimum of
10 inch diameter; or standing black
locust trees, minimum of 10 inch
diameter.

Middleground Golf
and Bat Company
Jerry Childress
1-800-635-3098
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Ambrosia Beetle Degrading Dead and Dying Ash
If you are cutting standing dead ash in areas where the emerald ash borer (EAB) has been through already, be aware
that a small (1/8- to 1/4-inch long) wood boring insect, an
ambrosia beetle, has been found in some counties. This beetle
is beginning to devalue the standing dead ash. The ambrosia

when the dead or dying ash are heavily infested with ambrosia beetles, it can significantly devalue them. Loggers have
reported delivered mill prices going from $400-$450 MBF
for EAB-killed ash down to $100-$150 MBF for logs infested
with ambrosia beetles. The devaluation is due to the small
shot-sized holes that the beetles cause from the sapwood all
the way through the wood to the pith. This riddles the log
with small holes running throughout the wood. Often the
ambrosia beetle carry a fungi with them that starts to grow
in the tunnels and caused the lining of the tunnel and the
wood directly next to it to turn black. Figure 1 shows the
small holes with the black stain. The small holes are visible
on standing dead or dying ash. You can sometimes see the
holes in the bark, but with EAB-killed trees it is easier to pull
the bark off and look at the wood underneath. The holes may
or may not show the black staining. If the ambrosia beetles
are still active, you may notice a string of fine ground wood
(frass) coming out of the holes.

While sawmill owners have long had problems with
ambrosia beetles degrading ash logs, the occurrence
of EAB-killed ash is relatively new to logging. Typically loggers have not had to worry about this issue.
However, with large amounts of ash being killed, and
unfortunately more to come, you need to be aware of
this issue and scout for the presence of the ambrosia
beetles prior to committing to harvest dead or dying
ash.

Side of ash board showing ambrosia beetle holes. Note their size and
that some contain the black stain and some do not.

beetle attacks trees that are dying or have just died. Not all
standing dead ash have ambrosia beetle in them, and a lot of
this standing dead ash is salvageable and marketable. However,

Loggers in Northern Kentucky

You will be receiving a short survey in the mail in the next several weeks to ask if you have seen any
ash trees or logs with ambrosia beetles. The survey is short and we will include a stamped envelope
to return the survey. PLEASE TAKE TIME TO TAKE THIS SURVEY as this help tell us where
ambrosia beetle is and where it is not. Dr. Ellen Crocker, UK Forestry Extension and member of
the Forest Health Center, is spearheading this survey. If you have any questions contact her at (859)
257-3040.
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Markets
Railroad Ties:

Some operations and regions of the state are feeling the
squeeze of the tie markets more than others as you would expect. We
are still
getting
reports of
reduced
pricing and
reduced
purchasing
overall.
Railway Tie Logs - delivered log MBF Doyle
Oak ties
appear
to be showing a trend of getting higher prices than mixed
hardwood (non-oak) ties throughout the state.

Stave Logs:

Stave prices continue to be competitive although pricing is down
slightly throughout a significant portion of the state. This appears
to be a leveling out of stave log pricing from the record high prices we saw throughout 2015. If you operate in the western part of
the state
be aware
that the
I n d e p end ent
Stave Mill
in Benton will
be opening soon
which
Stave Logs - delivered Mill $MBF Doyle
m ay a f fect pricing as they are purchasing those white oak stave logs.

Mat logs:

Mat logs have increased in demand and value in many places
around the state in recent months. Many of you know about
this niche market, but keep this in mind as in some locations these mat logs were bringing more than grade lumber
logs. Recently this market has become saturated from over
supply. It is expected that this market will expand with increased oil and gas exploration. Talking to mill buyers about
their requirements and pricing for longer length logs such
as those needed for mats could be beneficial to your logging
crew, as well as the mill when these markets are doing well.
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Grade logs:

While waiting for formal delivered log reporting we have assembled price levels for some of our most valuable hardwood species.
White oak: With the increase in stave log production and the
overall demand for higher quality (grade 1) logs, price steadily increased in 2015. However, the price plateaued in the first quarter
of 2016 averaging $1,200/MBF but continued demand for white
oak will keep this species on a generally upward trend as competition for multiple products and export markets remain strong.
Black walnut: followed a similar trend and demand continues
to be strong in all thicknesses of black walnut lumber in the
common grades. Due to the continued demand and lumber
pricing walnut log pricing is expected to stay strong in the
near future.
Yellow-poplar: grade 1 logs have remained low averaging $450/MBF due to lackluster housing starts and very
low demand for 2 common and lower yellow-poplar
lumber. It is important to note that there is currently an
export marketing campaign to re-brand yellow-poplar
as tulipwood and it seems to be quite successful so far.
Hard maple: grade 1 logs have decreased slightly averaging
about $800/MBF. Prices for hard maple lumber look like they
will continue to decrease in the near future and this will probably
mean that log prices will remain stagnate or possibly decreased.
Soft maple: is also showing decreases in pricing for grade
1 logs averaging about $400/MBF statewide. Soft maple increased in 2015 through the 3rd quarter of 2016.
Red oak: grade 1 logs continue to increase in price at around
$700/MBF. The current demand and pricing of red oak logs is
directly related to mills exporting grade 1 and better red oak
lumber to China. As is the case for many exported products,
pricing can change as exchange rates and governmental export/
import policy changes. Stay tuned to this market as the new
administration has indicated a focus on establishing appropriate trade relations with a number of countries including China.
Ash: The Emerald Ash Borer continues to spread in Kentucky
and fortunately ash log pricing has remaining relatively stable
averaging $610/MBF. Part of the reason for the current pricing is
that ash lumber, like red oak, continues to be a popular export.
Cherry: a species that can swing widely in prices, is starting
to show signs of improvement with prices for grade 1 logs averaging around $700/MBF in the western part of the state and
around $500/MBF in the eastern half of the state. The demand
for cherry is mostly to Asian markets like red oak and ash.
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Kentucky Master
Logger Continuing
Education Programs

If you would like to register for one of these
programs and complete the six-hour CE
requirement, mail this registration form and
fee to the KML Office at the address listed below or call 1-800-859-6006 or 859-257-6230.
All class times are 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., local time. If time
permits you will be sent a return letter verifying your
registration along with class information. All Continuing
Education Credits have a $50 registration fee.
See classes offered in the table below.

Master Logger CEU Registration Form
This form may be duplicated for additional applicants.
Name (First and Last)
Designation Number
Home address (street and/or box number)

City 		

State

Zip

E-mail address

Daytime Phone

Fee (Pre-registration strongly encouraged):

Kentucky Master Logger 3-Day Program
If you would like to register for a 3-day program, call 1-800859-6006 or 859-257-6230. The 3-day sessions cost $85 per
person for the entire 3-day course.

Sessions are $50 .

Visa/MasterCard accepted on-line, by phone or mail.
Circle one: Visa or MasterCard

2017 Dates and Locations
•
•
•
•
•

May 16, 17, 18 - Floyd County - Prestonsburg - Cooperative Extension Service Office
July 11, 12 and 13 - Marshall County Benton - Cooperative Extension Service Office
September 19, 20, 21 - Metcalfe County Edmonton - Cooperative Extension Service Office
October 24, 25, 26 - Owen County Owenton - Cooperative Extension Service Office
November 14, 15, 16 - Clay County Manchester - Cooperative Extension Service Office

Continuing
Education Programs
May 25
June 1
June 28
July 25
August 3
August 8
September 28
October 31
November 2

Princeton
Munfordsville
Richmond
Flemingsburg
Benton
Liberty
Manchester
Owenton
Edmonton

Expiration date: _______ month / _________ year

or checks payable to: Kentucky Master Logger

Please list the date and location you would like to attend:

Date				Location

Mail check or money order with completed registration form to:

Kentucky Master Logger
U.K. Dept. of Forestry
222 T.P. Cooper Bldg.
Lexington, KY. 40546-0073

Phone: 800-859-6006 or 859-257-6230 FAX: 859-323-1031

DOT Regulations & Training - Caldwell County Extension Office
DOT Regulations & Training - Hart County Extension Office
Harvest Planning and Costs - Madison County Extension Office
Harvest Planning and Costs - Fleming County Extension Office
Timber Tips - Marshall County Extension Office
10 Ways to Make/Save Money Logging - Casey County Extension Office
Timber Cruising - Clay County Extension Office
DOT Regulations & Training - Owen County Extension Office
Harvest Planning & Cost - Metcalfe County Extension Office

Visit www.masterlogger.org for more information.
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Forestry Extension Office
Department of Forestry
University of Kentucky
216 Thomas Poe Cooper Bldg.
Lexington, KY 40546-0073
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